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Abstract: 

The decade of 1990’s has opened the door in India for Liberalization. The dilemma of India to become liberalized in external 

trade in 1980 was clarified when India got liberalized in 1991. Today India has crossed two decades of accelerating 

liberalization. Though the wind of liberalization brought many reforms, the agriculture sector remained quiet untouched for 

a very long time. The irony was that the reform failed to glance, that sector of workforce which supported as the largest 

share in the country. But the increasing economic integration of Indian economy with the global process has brought 

significant challenges and changes at the door of the agriculture sector. The reform dragged out most of the restriction on 

both import and export of agriculture products.  

The quantitative restrictions on agriculture import were removed, import licensing for all product were abolished (but with 

certain criteria), the canalizing agencies was greatly reduced. By getting certain changes a strong feeling was emerged in 

the country not to keep the agriculture sector outside the purview of direct reform. India is a founder member of the World 

Trade Organization (WTO) and is thus committed in moving in the direction of liberalization of trade in agricultural 

commodities. Quantitative restrictions on imports are being phased out and exports are also being liberalized. Both 

agricultural exports as well as imports are now permitted through private trade, except for a few commodities. There is lot 

of anxiety, interest and apprehension about the impact that the trade liberalization may have on producers, consumers and 

the economy.Within the agriculture, plantation crops are an important segment of export oriented crops. Plantation crops 

constitute a large group of crops such as coconut, areca nut, oil palm, cashew, tea, coffee and rubber; and the minor 

plantation crops include cocoa. Among these Tea and coffee are the main and oldest industries in the country, which provide 

ample employment opportunities to the people at large and holds immense potential for export.  
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 Introduction: 

Coffee occupies a place of pride in plantation sector Arabica and Robusta are the varieties in coffee, it is the second largest 

traded commodity in the world and is an extremely important foreign exchange earner. India stands fifth in global 

production and India occupies seventh place in exporting coffee to global market. Though coffee production is located 

mainly in developing countries, consumption is concentrated in the industrialized economies Coffee is an important 

commodity and a popular beverage. Over 2.25 billion cups of coffee are consumed in the world every day. Over 90% of 

coffee production takes place in developing countries, from beginning Brazil is the world leader in production of green 

coffee followed by Vietnam, Indonesia and Colombia. Among the top ten producers growing coffee Brazil has its lion share 

its total output is 2.44 million of metric tonnes, where India produced 0.29 million of metric tons and occupies fifth place 
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in the rank. India occupies seventh place in exporting coffee to other countries, it exports mainly to Italy, Germany, and 

Russian federation in large quantities, irony is that India in international market is not a price maker but a price taker. Coffee 

production in India is dominated in the hill traces of South Indian states; with the state of Karnataka accounting 53% 

followed by Kerala 28% and Tamil Nadu 11% of production of 8,200 tonnes. There are approximately 250,000 coffee 

growers in India among them 98% of them are small growers. In Karnataka, all the three districts are expected to show an 

increase in production over the previous years. Overall, the crop estimate for Karnataka is placed at 226,355 Million Tonnes 

with a break up of 81,505 Million Tonnes of Arabica and 144,750 Million Tonnes of Robusta. Coffee production is small 

grower dominant and more than 70 percent of coffee is produced by the growers of less than ten hectares of land.. 

 

Objective: 

This paper seeks to  to study the overall role of coffee export and its impact on the economy 

 

ERA OF LIBERALIZATION OF COFFEE TRADE   

The Liberalization brought a drastic change in coffee market, though the scenario started with the economic reform in 

1991,the external trade was liberalized with the implementation of WTO Agreement on Agriculture in 1995.the coffee 

industries liberalization brought freedom for producers to sell their produce without restriction. Here the control or 

restriction was removed and the coffee market was opened up to develop in this particular sector. In case of coffee its price 

are highly volatile, after the coffee trade liberalization there has been fundamental changes regarding the prices, exports 

and also on the producers. It gave an entry not only to the coffee growers, but wholesalers, distributional channels, roasters 

and exporters were also benefited by Liberalization. 

COFFEE INDUSTRY BEFORE LIBERALIZATION UNDER CONTROL OF COFFEE BOARD Prior to 

liberalization, coffee board had a rigid control over the whole process of marketing from grower to exporters this was 

formed by the Coffee Act of 1942 under The Ministry of Commerce. Here coffee produced were pooled to coffee board, 

all the private coffee curers were under the control of coffee board but they had the permission to collect, process, and store 

produce instead of coffee board and it was named as pooling depot. For the purpose of cleaning, sorting and grading-coffee 

was brought to the curing centres, later coffee board decides to market these produce in market in proportion of 30 per cent 

to domestic market and 70 per cent for exportation. In domestic market coffee passed through several channels like co-

operative societies, coffee houses, internal auction, in order to reach the consumers. Internal auction was a major channel 

here Coffee is again let into soluble manufacture and roasters. From roasters it passes the chain through wholesalers, 

retailers and then finally reaches the domestic consumers. In export market the auction would take place and the exporters 

would make reach the coffee to the international consumer. After the auctions the money was pooled and was paid to the 

growers according to the instalment up to three years. Growers were fed up of late issue of cash flow and they also had a 

discontent against Coffee Board for paying sales tax which in real was exempted, even they wanted to Export directly to 

their customers all these reason made growers to demand for liberalization of coffee sector. 
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COFFEE INDUSTRY AFTER LIBERALIZATION 

After liberalization, growers started to sell their produce in domestic and international (export) market on auction basis 

without any restriction and this was known as open market. Under the open market system producers had many option to 

sell their produce through different channels like local traders, local agents, own exporters, export agents or participate in 

voluntary auction, But before that they even have option to sell on spot after plucking cherry known as ex-garden sale and 

later on it will join the channels chain to reach the consumers. Many opine that open market assures better price, but it did 

not work in case of coffee. Coffee growers received better price after liberalization, but price later on was declined. 

Comparing to the pre-liberalization, in post-liberalization we can find additional player like local agents in domestic market 

and own exporters, export agents in International market, these players makes reach the produce to the consumer. Later on 

the role of coffee board was shifted from marketing to research, extension & promotion. Thus producers were satisfied after 

liberalization of coffee market because that made exports of coffee to reach customers directly, avoiding implicit taxes 

despite the fact that exported commodities were exempt from taxation, and the board had effectively been paying a sales 

tax before. Along with the liberalization policies, coffee marketing was also liberalized giving the opportunity for the 

growers to sell coffee both internally and export. The shift from the pooled marketing system to open marketing system 

brought in several changes in the quantity and direction of exports. The present paper makes an attempt to analyse impact 

of trade liberalization on coffee exports. 

 

IMPACT OF TRADE LIBERALIZATION ON QUANTITY OF COFFEE EXPORTS 

Liberalization in coffee industry gave entry to new players in the market and one among them was export agencies which 

took sole responsibility to export the produce to the international market, so the objective tries to analyse whether export 

has formally increased with the policy reform or remained the same. India occupies seventh place in exporting coffee to 

other countries, India exports mainly to Italy, Germany, and Russian federation in large quantities, though production 

happen largely in developing countries consumption happen mainly in developed nations. Among the major exports of 

India the main sector facing the barriers according to Ministry of Commerce are agriculture sector. There are two types of 
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tariffs-tariff barrier and non tariff barriers, in this India is facing non tariff barriers in Cereals, Coffee, Tea, Spices, Edible 

fruits, Nuts etc. Countries like US, Japan, European Union’s (EU), imposes non tariff barriers on India. In order to look at 

the trends in volume of export two divisions are made pre liberalization from 1979 to 1990 and post liberalization period 

from 1991 to 2013, Quantity of coffee produced and volume of export is taken into consideration to analyse the trends in 

coffee export. Due to withdrawal of coffee board from the marketing responsibility, many private sector and export agencies 

came into existence after liberalization and all producers were free to sell their produce either in the domestic of international 

markets.  

This appears to have a positive impact on production and export and both have started to increase rapidly. In 1990 the 

production of coffee was 170000 Million Tonnes and out of this about 100110 Million Tonnes that is 58.89% of coffee was 

exported from India. It is observed that soon after liberalization, though production increased, exports did not show much 

increase. In 2012-13 the production was 315500 Million Tonnes and export was 310612 Million Tonnes that is 98.45% of 

coffee from India was exported to the International market. In between these year there was a slight variations in the export 

of coffee, up to 2000-01 export went on increasing and reached 82.06% (247000 Million Tonnes), after this there was a 

slight fall and this continued till 2006 and then recovered by bringing percentage of coffee to 86.47% but in 2009 again due 

to price crises export came down to 68.08% (197169 Million Tonnes), but it recovered in 2011 by exporting 324253 Million 

Tonnes of coffee to the International Market. The average production of Arabica during the post liberalization was 

102592.83 Million Tonnes and Robusta was 155149.22 Million Tonnes.  

Coefficient of variation was calculated to understand the variability in the production of coffee. The data shows that Arabica 

production showed greater stability indicated by lower coefficient of variation (14.5%) compared to Robusta 

(29.8%).Variability in the total coffee production was 19.6 percent during the post liberalization period. Average coffee 

exports 201396.48 Million Tonnes in the post liberalization period and the variability in exports was 29.87 percent which 

is greater than the variability in production. This is due to the access of open market as producers could freely compete in 

the world market; sell their produce on their own with no barricades from Coffee Board. But the share of exports in total 

production showed lesser variability.  

Traditionally Brazil has been the world leader in production of green coffee followed by Vietnam, Indonesia and Colombia. 

Among the top ten coffee producers, Brazil has lion share. Its total output was 2.44 Million Tonnes where India produced 

0.29 Million Tonnes and occupies fifth place in the rank. India occupies seventh place in exporting coffee to global market.  
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It exports mainly to Italy, Germany, and Russian federation in large quantities; these are the top three buyers of Indian 

coffee.  

 

Trends in value realized and the direction of trade 

Around 70 countries produce coffee, of which the Exporting Members of the International Coffee Organization are 

responsible for over 97 percent of world output, For many countries, coffee exports are not only a vital contributor to foreign 

exchange earnings but also account for a significant proportion of tax income and gross domestic product. But Irony is that 

India in international market is not a price maker but a price taker Coffee is an export oriented commodity with about 75% 

of the coffee produced in the country being exported. As such the returns to coffee growers largely depend on international 

prices. Though the domestic prices are also aligned with international prices, they have been found to be a little higher than 

the international prices. In view of this price differential, Coffee Board is endeavouring to promote domestic coffee 

consumption to create a buffer against the international price fluctuations. 
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CONCLUSION 

The saga of pre and post liberalization of coffee industry showed the different variations in production, volume of export 

and its total value. There was a continuous increase till 2012 when compared to 1980’s. In the present scenario the volume 

of export has shown a steady increase in its percentage, though it was difficult to hold the market quick after liberalization, 

the involvement to achieve expanded the market for the flow of coffee to the international market. The policy reform created 

new players in the industry and this made shipment of coffee to international market move very easily. There was a drastic 

change in the volume of export; the share of Indian coffee has increased to 5.16% in the world market even the variability 

in export is 29.87% which is greater than the production and this is due to the access of open market as producers could 

freely compete in the world market; sell their produce on their own with no barricades from coffee board. As coffee has 

gained space in the international market, the value earned out of export has also gained its position but it is just a price taker 

not a maker of it. The percentage of value earned has increased to 46.9%. and it has become a source for the nation, but this 

didn’t last for a long span, soon there was a plunge in its export level and the percentage of value earned out of export came 

down to 14.9%.By keeping the exports at the equal level, new areas can be introduced to increase the domestic production. 

Coffee board should concentrate on the extension of plantation area so that export will also be increased. The in-home and 

out of home consumption of coffee is on the rise and this is an indicator to the strong trends in the domestic and international 

market. 
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